
Date:               January 27, 2020 
  
To:                  All Legislators            
  
From:             Representative JoCasta Zamarripa and Senator Tim Carpenter 
  
Re:                  Co-sponsorship of LRB-2676 -  relating to: Crowdfunding projects 
for creating jobs or promoting economic growth 

  
Deadline: Monday, February 3 at Noon. 
  
For several years, Internet sites have been established as centers for fundraising for 
proposed projects for small businesses, non-profits and individuals.  Referred to as 
“crowdfunding,” these sites host curated pages which showcase these proposed 
projects and allow visitors to pledge contributions.  In exchange, these investors receive 
either equity in the eventual project or products, merchandise, and other items 
associated with the project.  Often, if the fundraising goal set by the proposed project is 
not reached, the potential investors don’t lose any of the money they’ve 
pledged.  Prominent crowdfunding sites like GoFundMe and Kickstarter, among many 
others, have raised billions of dollars for hundreds of thousands of projects. 
                                              
In 2012 the City of Chicago’s chamber of commerce, World Business Chicago (WBC), 
established a program called Seed Chicago.  Utilizing the website Kickstarter, the City 
established its own page, and worked with local businesses and community 
organizations throughout the city to identify promising economic development projects 
that were having difficulty attracting the capital that would allow them to get their 
projects started.  Utilizing staff resources from WBC and an area non-profit, dozens of 
projects were identified for inclusion in the program.  Staff assisted these local 
entrepreneurs and community groups with business plan development, marketing, 
public relations, social media, and crowdfunded fundraising technical assistance.  To 
date, dozens of projects have been funded resulting in new businesses and economic 
and community development where it otherwise would not have happened.  
  
This bill would take this model and expand it statewide in Wisconsin.  WEDC would 
contract with a business to host the State of Wisconsin’s curated crowdfunding site and 
work with organizations around the state to identify and select projects from small 
businesses and community organizations.  WEDC will assist those projects with 
business planning, marketing, social media, and crowdfunding technical assistance.  
  
Those who invest via the curated crowdfunding pages do not receive equity, but instead 
merchandise and goods or services associated with the project.  An investor in a 
neighborhood grocery/coffee shop may receive tickets to its grand opening and store 
merchandise.  An investor in a fledgling tech manufacturer may receive their product 
and personalized service to connect it to their tablets and laptops at home.  Investors in 
a manufacturer of high-end fishing reels may get a couple reels and a fishing outing with 
the inventors. 



  
Crowdfunding has proven to be a tremendously successful method of fundraising for 
projects that have traditionally found it difficult or impossible to raise capital, and will 
assist Wisconsin in developing the sort of innovative businesses and community 
development that has been lacking in comparison with other states. 
  
To cosponsor this bill, reply to this e-mail or call Justin at 7-7669 (Zamarripa) 
by Monday, February 3 at Noon.  
  
  

Analysis by the Legislative Reference Bureau 
This bill requires the Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation to contract with a 
business maintaining a crowdfunding Internet site that recommends funding projects of small 
businesses and community organizations that create jobs or promote economic growth in this 
state.  The bill defines “crowdfunding Internet site" as an Internet site for campaigning and 
collecting donations for projects.  WEDC must solicit project proposals from small businesses 
and community organizations for inclusion on the crowdfunding Internet site, select projects 
for inclusion, and provide assistance to donation campaigns for the selected projects. 
 


